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Women Business Owners
New Research from The American College
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> Learn the financial concerns, actions and implications among today’s women business owners
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What are the financial concerns, actions and risks
women business owners face in America today?
How are they similar to and different from those
of male entrepreneurs? Insights to these questions
are sought in landmark research just released by
The State Farm Center for Women and Financial
Services at The American College (The Center).
Encompassing an exhaustive range of topics—
from gender differences, financial concerns and
actions, cash and asset management, business
succession, to retirement and protection planning—the study is among the most comprehensive yet conducted on women business owners.
Why is this study important? Because women
business owners represent an increasingly robust
and important market segment for the financial
services industry and its professionals. According
to the Center for Women’s Business Research,
women-owned-firms (plus 50 percent stake) now
account for four in 10 of closely held concerns.
More than 10 million businesses are now majority owned by females, with growth rates exceeding
those for males and other dominant market segments. In 2009, The Center for Women Business
Research also projected that women-owned firms
create/maintain more than 23 million Americans
and have an approximate economic impact of $3
trillion.
Bottom line: Women business owners reflect
and represent an attractive, growing and frequently underserved market for financial services
and products. Increased understanding of their
financial concerns, actions and risks will help the

industry and its professionals better serve this
emerging segment.
financial management
concerns and actions

To gain a sense of financial management priorities, respondents were first asked, “Which of the
following areas do you consider to be the top financial management issues facing your business
today, or in the near future?” across these six defined areas:
1. Financial Position: Managing cash flow;
cash reserves; business expansion; reduction/
reposition of debt.
2. Protection Planning: Preserving business
operations and asset values from losses
associated with property damage/destruction;
liability claims; owner and key employee
illness, death, long-term care; employee
errors and malfeasance.
3. Asset Management: Managing value of the
business; investment assets/securities; human
capital (e.g., employee benefits).
4. Retirement Planning: Achieving financial
security; maximizing owner benefit in
qualified plans; succession planning for/at
retirement.
5. Tax Planning: Reduction of tax liabilities;
understanding tax implications of financial
products/services owned and/or needed.
6. Estate Planning: Ensuring the orderly
transfer and value retention of the business in
the event of owner’s premature passing.
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Chart 1
In light of the current economic environment, it
came as little surprise that financial position—managTop Financial Management Area
Percent
Facing Business Today
ing cash reserves, cash flow and current liabilities—was
Men
Women
or in Near Future
considered by more than half of all respondents to be the
Financial Position
54
56
most pressing issue (see Chart 1).
The overwhelming majority of respondents (about
Retirement Planning
16
11
90 percent of males and females) said they took an acTax Planning
11
9
tive role in managinzzg financial position. Most sought
Protection Planning
8
10
education, advice and/or purchased products. However,
Asset Management
7
10
nearly four in 10 (37 percent for females, 42 percent
Estate
Planning
4
4
for males) agreed that their financial position needs are
complex, and roughly half doubted the adequacy of action taken. Taken together, these findings suggest opporTwo possible reasons for the chasm between retirement contunity for advisors to add significant value by helping business
cerns and prudent planning may rest in overconfidence, along
owners strengthen both balance sheet and cash flow. They
with hyper focus on the here and now (financial position).
also indicate critical roles financial professionals must play in
In general, business owners are a self-reliant and risk-tolerant
focusing owner attention on the longer term and providing
group, which may lead to overconfidence on the part of some
planning support.
to adequately address areas of their financial plan, especially
financial planning concerns and action
those with greater complexity—like retirement planning. In
Beyond financial management priorities, respondents were
an October 19, 2011, New York Times article titled “Don’t
asked to rate their level of concern across the four strategic
Blink! The Hazards of Overconfidence,” Daniel Kahneman,
planning areas, as reflected in Chart 2. The levels illustrated
emeritus professor of psychology and public affairs at Princin the chart are an aggregate of scores for those saying they
eton University and winner of the 2002 Nobel Prize in Ecoare “extremely/very/somewhat” concerned about the area in
nomics, presented a useful description of the overconfidence
question.
bias as: “The confidence we experience as we make a judgment
Overwhelmingly, business owners expressed concern about
is not a reasoned evaluation of the probability that it is right.”
retirement planning. Not only did more women than men exEvidence of this overconfidence bias may be revealed in
press concern (84 percent vs. 76 percent, a statistically signifithe study’s findings that just over one-third of all respondents
cant difference), but significantly more were worried. Specifisaid, “My needs in this [retirement planning] area are comcally, 42 percent of females and 35 percent of males said they
plex.” Additional support may be revealed in the finding that
were very/extremely concerned about retirement planning.
roughly half of all respondents said they had paid more, or the
Three in four females and four in fives males stated
they took an active role in this area. Despite high levChart 2: Four Core Areas – Percent of Those Concerned
els of reported concern and involvement, however, a
significant minority (34 percent of women and 26
Men
Women
percent of men) had not even estimated how much
76%
capital they would need for retirement. Further, just
84%
Retirement
one in four females and one in three males said they
had a formal, written financial plan for managing
76%
75%
Financial Position
retirement income and expenses. Fewer still had developed a retirement transition plan for their busi74%
71%
Protection Planning
ness (one in five men, one in 10 women). In light
of the study respondents’ average age (just over 50
75%
years old), along with the increased risks attendant
Asset Management
69%
with business ownership, these disconnects are both
confounding and troubling.
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Chart 3
Attention Paid
by Area
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(%)
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Should Have Paid
More (%)
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proper amount of, attention to retirement planning,
as referenced in Chart 3.
Exacerbating the risk of overconfidence bias
may be an owner’s top-of-mind priority for managing financial position and demands of the business
that require quick-decision making. These dynamics challenge the possibilities for strategic planning.
As Kahneman goes on to say in the previously referenced New York Times article, “We are prone to
think the world is more regular and predictable than
it really is … Fast thinking is not prone to doubt.”
On the flip side of the overconfident are those
questioning the adequacy of their actions. Nearly
half of all respondents said they should have paid more attention to strategic retirement and estate planning as revealed in
Chart 3. These findings point to two topic areas that may be
more compelling than others as discussion starters and as areas
of competency development for financial professionals seeking
to specialize in business owner markets.
In addition to gaps in action relative to strategic financial
management/concern areas, are those that can be found in
financial product/vehicle ownership. While life, health and
property insurance are owned by most business owners of
both genders, just one in five have disability coverage, deferred
annuities or have a retirement savings plan. Fewer still have
funded buy-sell, stock redemption or cross purchase plans in
place. Incidence of ownership by select products and services
are illustrated in Chart 4. In light of relatively low implementation in these tactical areas, there can be little doubt that a
significant number of male and female entrepreneurs are bearing significantly more risk than they might expect.

Women appear more receptive to
advice than do men, with greater
reliance on accountants and
financial planning professionals.

issues and implications
for financial professionals

The findings of this study suggest that financial professionals
can add substantial value in the processes of discovery, analy-

sis, solution development and implementation for most business owners, across a wide range of issues. Rates of product
ownership were low across the board, with the exception of
life, health and property insurance. It is troubling to learn of
such fractional rates of implementation, especially on financial
instruments that are broadly relevant and critical to protecting
economic security (e.g., disability coverage).
usage of financial professionals

To whom did respondents turn when making financial decisions for their business? Answer: a broad range of professionals—most frequently the accountant/CPA, as illustrated in
Chart 5 on the next page.
As one might expect, these findings point to generally low
usage levels of financial advisors and a compartmentalization
of advice along lines of expertise (i.e., accountant/CPA for tax
planning, attorney for estate planning). Consistent with other
studies, women appear more receptive to advice than do men,
with greater reliance on accountants and financial planning
professionals. The findings also reveal that financial planners
are used by both men and women across a relatively comprehensive set of issues, with higher usage rates than all others in
the critical area of retirement planning.
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financial advisor’s gender

Chart 4: Ownership of Select Financial Products/Vehicles

Last, it is worth noting that the research
revealed a strong gender bias relative to
Men
Women
66%
a financial advisor’s gender. More than
66%
60%
Life Insurance
63%
61 percent of women business ownHealth Insurance
51%
61%
Property
ers were found to prefer working with
33%
35%
Liability
24%
a female financial advisor, and a sub29%
Simple IRA
21%
23%
Short or Long-Term Disability
stantial minority (24 percent) of men
23%
Company Sponosred Retirement Savings Plan (e.g., 401k)
23%
shared the same preference. Converse21%
SEP/IRA
21%
19%
ly, 75 percent of men preferred to work
Deferred Annuities
17%
13%
Key Employee Life Insurance
15%
with a male financial advisor, while 39
10%
Errors & Omissions, Malfeasance
14%
12%
percent of women said the same. Yet
Workman’s Compensation
12%
10%
12%
Funded Buy-Sell, Redemption or Cross Purchase Plans
industry and government studies (i.e.,
19%
Pension Plan (Defined Benefit Plan)
9%
9%
trade organizations such as the CFP®
Profit Sharing Plan
8%
Board, SIFMA, LIMRA and Bureau of
Labor Statistics) show that women represent a fractional minority of financial
advisors build competencies and credibility with other
advisors—roughly only one in three to one in five are women.
professionals across a wide range of issues. For those
newer to the business, the LUTC course in business
insurance essentials (FA251) can be a great place to start.
Obtaining an advanced designation (e.g., CLU®, ChFC®,
CFP®) will help increase competency and credibility
among both clients and affiliated advisors. Last, because
the Masters of Science in Financial Services (MSFS)
degree at The American College has a range of graduatelevel classes in serving business markets (e.g., business
succession planning, qualified retirement plans, executive
compensation), it can tremendously benefit those seeking
to specialize in high-net-worth entrepreneurs.

study implications

What are the study’s key implications for financial advisors and
the industry in the quest for a greater share of the premiums
and assets that female business owners increasingly represent?
• Untapped Market Opportunities: Low incidence of
advisor use and product ownership, along with a growing
market, suggests abundant, unmet opportunities for
financial professionals.
• Advisor Recruiting and Retention: Gender preference
findings indicate the continued need to focus on the
recruitment and development of more qualified financial
professionals who happen to be female.

For a copy of the full research report by The State Farm
Center for Women and Financial Services at The American
College, or to learn more about the study’s methodology, visit
The Center’s website at womenscenter.TheAmericanCollege.
edu.

• Technical Expertise Needed: Because serving business
owners is inherently more complex than working
most other population segments, it is essential that
Chart 5
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